CASE STUDY:

Clinic Finds Harmony in the Bolivian
Rain Forest with Amazing Charts
Centro Medico Humberto Parra is the only free medical clinic
in the surrounding 40,000 person area

Challenge: Complications of a multi-lingual paper-based clinic
Limited space

▶

“We were quickly outgrowing the space where we kept
paper patient charts at the clinic.”

Inconsistent connectivity

▶

“Our phone and Internet connections were constantly
going in and out of service.”

Difficulty reading handwriting

▶

“Because of the language barrier, the Bolivian and
American physicians had difficulty reading each other’s
notes and scripts.”

Finding the right EHR solution

▶

“We knew an EHR made sense, but we needed to find
an EHR solution that was affordable and easy to learn
for everyone.”

Easy to Implement

▶

“Amazing Charts was easy to implement and everyone
learned it quickly.”

Efficient workflow

▶

“When we have walk-in patients, we can easily open
and share their charts without having to add them to
the schedule.”

Off-line access

▶

“We don’t rely on Internet access with Amazing Charts.
The system is on site and doesn’t falter, even if the Internet
satellite isn’t working.”

Printed scripts

▶

“The printed script function is an excellent tool. It
eliminates errors in reading written scripts, prevents
scripts from being lost in transmission, and allows us to
send the prescriptions directly to the pharmacy.”

Solution: Amazing Charts EHR

Results
99 Amazing Charts runs on laptops in six exam rooms, supporting continuity of care throughout the clinic
99 Amazing Charts helps clinic bring modern medicine and technology to a corner of the Bolivian rain forest
99 Centro Medico Humberto Parra improves the health and overall quality of life of the people in the
surrounding communities
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